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Are Corrupted Non-dysplastic Colonic Crypts the First
Histological Event in Experimental Colonic Carcinogenesis?
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Abstract. Background: The colonic crypts in rats replicate
by symmetric fission at the base of the crypts, and proceeds
upwards, to generate two separate identical crypts. Recently,
anomalous crypts (called corrupted colonic crypts, CCCs)
were found in the colonic mucosa of Sprague-Dawley rats
treated with the carcinogen dimethylhydrazine. Here it was
investigated whether CCCs develop in the colonic mucosa of
another rat strain, treated with a different carcinogen.
Materials and Methods: Archived Swiss-roll colon sections
from 25 male Fisher-344 rats treated with the mutagen 2amino-6-methyldipyrido imidazole (GLU1) were reviewed.
Non-dysplastic and dysplastic CCCs were regarded as those
exhibiting asymmetric fission, asymmetric lateral
sprouting/lateral fission, basal dilatations, or spatial
aberrations of the normal (vertical) axis. Colonic adenomas
were found in three out of the 25 specimens. Results: In the
entire colonic mucosa of the 25 GLU1-treated rats, 130 nondysplastic CCCs were recorded amongst 357 non-dysplastic
crypts with fission (36.4%). The mean number of nondysplastic CCCs per animal was 5.2 (range=2-12). These
numbers only mirror events taking place at a particular time
(i.e. at sacrifice). Considering the high cell production rate of
the colonic crypts, the actual number of CCCs/rat occurring
during the usual mucosal turnover time of 72 hours might be
substantial. In the three adenoma specimens, non-dysplastic
CCCs were found underneath CCCs with dysplasia.
Discussion and Conclusion: For many years, the development
of crypt dysplasia and adenoma have been considered the
initial histological events in colonic carcinogenesis. This study
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demonstrates that non-dysplastic CCCs also develop in GLU
1-treated Fisher-344 rats. Non-dysplastic CCCs were found
underneath CCCs with dysplasia. Non-dysplastic CCCs might
act as scaffolds at the time of top-down cell replacement/
transformation of the crypts by dysplastic cells. It is submitted
that non-dysplastic CCCs might be the initial histological
recordable event in experimental colonic carcinogenesis.

Most colonic carcinomas in rodents evolve in the mucosal
domain that occupies the vast majority of that organ (1-3), a
domain built with crypts lined by goblet and columnar cells.
Carcinomas in this huge mucosal domain are preceded by foci
of dysplastic cell proliferations called conventional adenomas
(1-3) or serrated adenomas (4). It has been demonstrated that
progression to carcinoma is triggered by the accumulation of
molecular aberrations (5) and by epigenetic modification of
gene expression (6). In the remnant mucosal domain, known
as gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT), carcinomas
induced by dimethylhydrazine (DMH) frequently evolve in
Sprague-Dawley (SD) and Fisher 344-rats (7-9).
The normal colon of untreated rats comprises test tubeshaped, close-packed crypts with their axis vertical to the
muscularis mucosa. The colonic crypts replicate by symmetric
fission, the division of which begins at the base of the crypts
and proceeds upwards until two identical, individual crypts are
formed. In a previous study on DMH-treated SD rats, we
reported colonic crypts exhibiting anomalous configurations,
called corrupted colonic crypts (CCCs) (10, 11).
The purpose of this communication was to review archival
colonic sections from a previous experiment using another
rat strain (Fisher 344; F-344) treated with a different
carcinogen [mutagen 2-amino-6-methyldipyrido imidazole
(GLU1)] (12-14). The aim was to explore whether CCCs
might also evolve in this animal setting.

Materials and Methods

From a previous experiment (14), archived histological sections
from 25 male F-344 rats were retrieved and reviewed. These rats
had received pellets containing 500 ppm of the mutagenic
pyrolysate compound GLU1, for 24 months. After sacrifice, the
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Figure 1. Architecture of the colon in Fisher 344 rats. a: Normal colonic crypts [hematoxylin-eosin (H&E), ×4]. b: Normal colonic crypt with
symmetric fission (H&E, ×10). c-f: Non-dysplastic colonic corrupted crypts (H&E, c: ×20, b-f: ×10, c-e: ×20). Note spatial aberration of the
normal (vertical) axis at arrows in f.

entire colons were processed using the Swiss-roll technique and
immediately fixed in formalin.
Non-dysplastic and dysplastic CCCs were regarded those with i)
asymmetric fission, ii) asymmetric lateral sprouting, iii) asymmetric
lateral fission, iv) basal dilatation ( twice the diameter of the normal
lumen or greater), and v) spatial aberrations of the normal (vertical)
axis. CCCs were found in groups of consecutive crypts (≥2).
Quantification of the crypts with CCCs was performed on entire
Swiss-roll histological sections stained with hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E).
Three out of the 25 Swiss-roll sections contained a conventional
adenoma.

Results

The normal colon of untreated F-344 rats comprises test
tube-shaped, close-packed crypts with their axis vertical to
the muscularis mucosa (15) (Figure 1). The division of a
colonic crypt begins at its base and proceeds upwards to
form two identical, individual crypts (Figure 1).
In the entire colonic mucosa of the 25 GLU1-treated rats,
130 non-dysplastic CCCs were found amongst 357 nondysplastic crypts with fission (36.4%). The mean number of
non-dysplastic CCCs per animal was 5.2 (range=2-12). In
the three adenomas, non-dysplastic CCCs were found
underneath CCCs with dysplasia (Figure 2).
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Groups of consecutive (≥2) crypts were recorded in 15%
of the F-344 rats.

Discussion

The results of the present survey demonstrate that the colonic
mucosa of F-344 rats treated with the mutagen GLU1
develop non-dysplastic CCCs. The most plausible
explanation for these findings is that the carcinogen
administered induced these architectural crypt aberrations. It
may be argued that the number of CCCs per animal was
relatively low, namely 5.2 (mean). It should be understood,
however, that this number only mirrors events taking place
at a particular time (i.e. at sacrifice).
Considering the high cell production rate of colonic
crypts, the actual number of CCC occurring during the
mucosal turnover time of 72 hours (16, 17) might be
substantial.
The CCCs found in GLU1-treated F-344 rats and in
DMH-treated SD rats (11) differ from the colonic aberrant
crypt foci (ACF) reported by Bird et al. (18) in SD rats
treated with methylnitrosourea, inasmuch as colonic ACFs
were detected by gross observation of the mucosal surface
(18) and not in well-oriented histological sections, as in the
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Figure 2. Architecture of the colon mucosa with adenomas in Fisher 344 rats. a-f: Dysplastic (darker) epithelium from conventional colon adenomas
(on top), replacing non-dysplastic corrupted colonic crypts underneath (arrows) (H&E ×20).

present study. According to Ghirardi et al. the ACF
phenomenon is infrequently found in the distal colon, the site
of predilection for carcinogen-induced adenomas and
carcinomas (19). Similarly, Ochiai et al. postulated that
growth features and distribution of ACFs did not correlate to
the distribution of adenomas and carcinomas (20). Here
CCCs were predominantly found in the distal colon, the site
where crypt dysplasias, adenomas and carcinomas frequently
develop in carcinogen-treated rats.
In 1985, St Clair and Osborne isolated colonic crypts from
young Holtzman rats by the aid of a microdissection
technique (21). Crypts were scored as ordinary or in fission.
The percentage of crypts in fission reached peak values of
52% in the colon at 21-day post-parturition. From this time
onwards, the percentage dropped until the adult value of
approximately 7% was reached. During this same period, the
number of crypts increased in the colon. Thus, an inverse
relationship was found between the percentage of crypt
fission and number of crypts. Distribution of fissure heights
in fission crypts did not change as the animal aged. The
majority of the fissures were found in the lower quarter of
the fission crypts, suggesting that as soon as the fissure
extends beyond the stem cell zone, division into two crypts
occurs (21). More recently, Tan et al. found asymmetrical
crypt budding in the colon of C57BL/6 mice (22).
In order to separate colonic crypts from the lamina
propria, the muscularis mucosa and the submucosa, the
colons were kept and rinsed on ice, incubated in sodium
hypochlorite (5 minutes), in EDTA (90 minutes), transferred

to phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (20˚C), shaken
vigorously (5 times), and centrifuged (34 × g for 5 minutes).
With this procedure, the isolated crypts (without lamina
propria, and muscularis mucosa) exhibited asymetic
buddings. It should be pointed out that the aggressive
method of Tan et al. (22) differs from the method used here,
inasmuch as the colons were immediately fixed in
formaldehyde after sacrifice, a technique that precludes
possible histological artefacts.
During crypt renewal, the stem cells at the crypt bottom
generate amplifying daughter cells that proliferate and
differentiate while migrating upwards (16, 17, 23). Winglessrelated integration site (WNT) signaling is high at the bottom
of the crypt, where stem cells reside, and low at the top. In
contrast, adenomatous polyposis coli (Apc) gene expression
is low at the crypt bottom and high at the top, the domain of
differentiated cells (17, 23). The Apc gene normally downregulates WNT signaling. Hence, WNT and APC gradients
are important in crypt formation and regulation. Since both
APC and WNT signaling components are required for
mitosis, a zone emerges in the lower crypt where conditions
are optimal for maximal cell division and mitosis orientation,
resulting in symmetric crypt fission. Boman and Fields
recently found that APC mutation-induced changes in the
countercurrent-like mechanism triggered expansion of the
proliferative populations and crypt fission (23). These
authors postulated that crypts began to show abnormalities
in histology only when they became dysplastic, and that the
proliferative shift in normal-appearing crypts, not yet
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dysplastic was the earliest-known biological alteration (23).
Contrary to those assertions, non-dysplastic CCCs were
found in the present study as the first histological alteration
in the colonic mucosa of GLU1-treated F-344 rats. Similar
findings were recently reported in DMH-treated SD rats (11).
Rationally, the non-dysplastic CCCs might had been tailored
by Apc mutations generated by the mutagen GLU1 (12-14)
and previously by the carcinogen DMH in SD rats (11).
Non-dysplastic CCCs might act as scaffolds at the time of
top-down cell replacement/transformation of the crypts by
dysplastic cells. It is submitted that non-dysplastic CCCs
might be the initial histological recordable event in
experimental colonic carcinogenesis.
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